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What can be called authentic
material?

„…objects or activities used by a teacher
to relate classroom teaching to real life: 
esp. things (as costumes, tools, objects of 
worship) related to the daily living of 
people studied in geography or language
classes.“ (Webster‘s Third New 
International Dictionary of the English 
Language.)



What can be called authentic
material?

„… the most common use of the
expression „authentic material“ is to refer
to examples of language that were not
originally produced for language teaching
purposes, but which are now being used in 
that way. So, if you decided to cut an 
article out of a newspaper and use it in 
class, this would be an example of 
authentic material.“ (Edge 1993: 46ff.) 



Authentic materials

are not produced for the usage in the
classroom
serve a certain purpose outside the
classroom
are not artificial or counterfeit
are actually existing, occurring, or present
in fact



Authentic materials

picture postcards
pictures
admission tickets
bus/ train tickets
timetables
catalogues
crossword puzzle
maps
banknotes and coins
souvenirs
menues
city map/ tube map
weather chart
brainteasers

inscriptions
instruction manuals
tickets
forms, questionnaires
horoscope
magazines
package insert
recipes
calendar of events
jokes
newspapers

answering machine
speeches
loudspeaker
announcements
poems
radio plays
interviews
songs
news reports
sport events
talkshows
videoclips
advertisements
weather forecasts

for other teaching
purposes

for reading
comprehension

for listening/ listening-
viewing comprehension



Authenticity in the Language
Classroom

Language learning should be rich in 
genuine materials, right from the first day
of learning
Genuine material calls for authentic tasks
and activities
There are numerous links between
authenticity and motivation



Genuine Language:
Authentic tasks and activities
an example: 

Mobile phone conversation



Mobile Phone Conversation 

Imagine you are on a London bus and listen to the 
following mobile phone conversation:

Hello, Anna.
All right. (Pause)
Ok. (Pause) 
All right. (Pause)
All right. (Pause) 
Um. 



‘Bout 15 minutes. 
Sutton.
That’s near Wallington. 
Good.
Excellent.
Great. 
Yeah, she’s the manager. Very competent 
person. 
OK.
Bye. 



Tasks: 

Act the dialogue with your partner. 
One person takes the recorded side 
and the other person completes the 
dialogue by inventing the missing 
parts. 

Invent a similar dialogue and think of 
a situation the dialogue might have 
taken place in. 



Act a completely different mobile 
phone conversation on a train 
(emergency situation). 

Act a mobile phone conversation with 
your mum or dad. There is a technical 
problem on the line and the 
conversation is very problematic.



Invent a conversation with your best 
friend. You are making plans for the 
weekend. 

adapted from: 
Amor, Stuart. Authenticity in the Language Classroom. Der Fremdsprachliche Unterricht Englisch 9/1999, p.8) 



Authenticity and motivation

Learners want „the real thing“, they want reliable
information about the English-speaking world. 
Learners want to do tasks/ activities that have a 
direct relation to the 'real' world.
Language: They want to and need to know what
is normal, up-to-date. They know through
experience or instinctively that schoolbook texts
are frequently not genuine.



Culture Studies: learners want a realistic picture
of the country. 
Other important aspects for students: 

topicality: is a problem in schoolbooks because of 
pupils‘ age and their interests
applicability: the learned English cannot be used for
ordinary conversations; plea for genuine dialogues
representation of a country in coursebooks: learners
look at it critically because they have their own
experience (songs, emails, media) 



Advantages of using authentic
material in the English classroom

bring the extracurricular world into the classroom
prepare the learners for the extracurricular 
reality
promote lifelong learning
show pupils the sense in learning
are usually present in interactive speaking
situations
show students the application possibilities of the
foreign language



Ideas for working with authentic
materials
Authentic listening comprehensions
or videos

BBC World Service
CBC (Canada) 
CBS Newsworld Online (Canada)
ABC Online (Australia) 
PBS Online, USA



Working with authentic reading
texts

Sources: (online) newspapers and English 
Language Learning Resources



Working with authentic texts

differs from traditional exercises checking the
understanding of the text

Global understanding is more important
Reading between the lines
Reading beyond the lines
Using information given in texts to deal with an object
(manuals)
Reading for fun
Reading for detailed information (Caravan Park)



Caravan Park
source: Kieweg, Werner. Die Verwendung von authentischen Materialien. Der fremdsprachliche Unterricht Englisch 5/1999, 23)



Caravan Park II 



At the post office
source: Amor, Stuart. Authenticity in the Language Classroom. Der Fremdsprachliche Unterricht Englisch 9/1999, p.8) 



Hotel Room Sign
(source: Kieweg, Werner. Die Verwendung von authentischen Materialien. Der Fremdsprachliche Unterricht Englisch 5/1999, 23)



US Department of Justice, Immigration and 
Naturalization Service

The following questions are examples of what may be asked of you on
your examination for citizenship. You may practice for the exam by 
attempting to answer them. Your actual test may have questions that 
are not on this document.

What are the colors of our flag? 
How many stars are there on our flag? 
What color are the stars on our flag? 
What do the stars on the flag mean? 
How many stripes are on the flag? [...]

(http://www.pbs.org/ampu/ins.html)
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